
BOWMORE SCHOOL COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES 
Date | time November 21, 2019 @ 6:00 pm| Meeting called to order by Jody Sadofsky 

 

In Attendance: 

Lyndsey Camps, Andrea Maugham, Sarah Kelar, Brandi Zebrak, Jennifer Cloke-Campbell, Jody Sadofsky, 

Allison Marshall, Lisa Orchard, Cindy Perry, Jenn Tinker, Natalie Poissant, Karyn Robson, Patty Beiger, Angie 

Winstl, Grundon, Alexis Jennings, Heather Groves, Penny Dickie, Afreen Naaz, Karin Eaton, Michael la Croix, 

Michaela Jeffs, Lisa Perelman, Stephen Parsons, Carolyn Otter. 

 

Approval of Minutes: 

The minutes were read from the October 2019 Bowmore School Council Meeting.  Approved by Lyndsey 

Camps, seconded by Jennifer Cloke-Campbell. 

 

Call for New Business: 

No items. 

 

Active & Safe Travel to School program *UPDATE* - Lisa Orchard 

Lisa provided an update on her School Safety initiative presented at the last meeting. A safety audit was 

performed on October 29. 600 cars and 200 kids were observed at the Beaton crosswalk. A few important 

outcomes: 

• Cars were definitely observed speeding and slamming to a halt at the last second for the crosswalk 

• There were a lot of kids walking on the south side of Gerrard and crossing at Beaton where there are no 

white lines for kids or drivers 

Next steps: 

• Lisa will send a letter to our City Councilor, School Trustee (copy BSC) and see where it goes 

• The letter will request a stop to left turns from Gerrard onto Beaton during rush hours, painted lines on the 

road and occasional enforcement. 

• Parent and neighborhood advocacy can result in action like new signs and speed signs etc. 

 

• Kids also need a reminder of safety rules. 

• Parent question: is it any different now that crossing guards are not employed by the Police Dept (e.g., less 

authority)? A: unknown. 

• Heather: there are programs (CAA) where older students are trained as crossing guards (reinforces school 

safety); we could look into this approach as well. 

• Stephen: other schools have programs around safe drop off/pick up; Keele has created a pedestrian road 

certain times of the day  
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Lisa is will looking for additional parent participation for a wider active and safe travel to school group. 

Anyone interested should reach out to Lisa. 

 

Grants – Lisa Orchard 

Lisa has been investigating the grants available to TDSB schools. There are not too many matches at this point 

but she did find a couple of opportunities to pursue: 

• Parents Reaching Out, $1000. For engaging parents who might otherwise not participate in the life of the 

school. eg. racially or ethnically diverse communities, hard to reach parents, etc. Other schools have used 

the grant money to bring in speakers, etc. The mandate is quite flexible.  

• Heather: we should also look into the Indigo grants. There are some available to help classroom libraries 

more culturally responsive, etc. 

 

Lost and Found – Carolyn Otter 

The school caretaker has implemented a new policy to empty the Lost and Found every week (Friday). The 

decision was made to alleviate issues with insects. Concern was raised about the feasibility of many parents 

being able to get to the school during open hours in that short of a time frame. 

• Stephen will ask the caretaker to compromise; perhaps clean out the lunch bags but leave the textiles and 

shoes. 

• Stephen also reported that we’re getting larger bags instead of the bins so that lunch bags get back to the 

right room 

• Parent suggestion: ask parents to write the room number on lunch bags as well as name, so they can find 

their way back faster. 

• Heather: perhaps we can start a Google doc for parents to submit ideas about how to address these issues. 

• Parent: in any case the School Administration needs to communicate to parents that the bins will be 

cleaned out more often. 

 

Equity Transfer update - Cindy Perry 

Last meeting an anonymous vote was taken and a motion to donate $3K to a sister school this year was 

approved with a strong majority. 

Cindy met with a Community Support Worker who was able to advise on schools in need. A school was 

identified and we made an anonymous transfer. The recipient school has decided to spend the money on a 

wellness/anti bullying program.  

 

ECO Team update – Jennifer Cloke-Campbell 

• Water refill stations seem to be on hold (because they’re not accessible) and we’re getting conflicting 

information. Heather will investigate with Head Caretaker. 

• Parent: do these stations filter out lead? Jen to confirm. 

• Results of ECO audit: Bowmore again achieved gold certification with 81/100. Three things specifically 

praised: green bins, water walker journey for every grade, clean Toronto together and milk bags unlimited. 

Successes to celebrate! Recommendations for further growth: water refill stations, marker collection. 
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• Parent: green bins in classrooms are not being well used. More communication to kids and willingness 

from teachers is required. 

• Parent: Is Miss Jarvis collecting milk bags again this year (for the Social Justice Club). 

 

Fundraising update – Jody Sadofsky 

• Recipes in a jar: new initiative this year. We only promoted online. We will profit approximately $850 from 

$1700 total sales.  

• Wreaths & Poinsettias: a successful effort again this year. The gross revenue is approximately $1700. 

Volunteers are needed to help at pick up night. 

• Pizza lunch: we have a volunteer – Mike – who has agreed to run this important fundraiser. November 22 

is the first one. For the first round we had around 200 fewer registrants but will make approximately $5700 

profit from the first 3 months. And we have ordered 10 extra pizzas for kids not financially able to 

participate. 

• Danceathon: [Andrea] we have rescheduled to February 20. The kick off assembly will be February 4. This 

year we have earmarked profits for the Music Department. Last year this event raised $18K.  

• Spirit wear: orders are due November 22. Distribution is expected by December 16. If there is interest, we 

may do another Spirit Wear order later in the year. 

• Movie Night: Frederique stepped up to run the first movie night with Michaela’s help. The event raised 

$600. It was very crowded. Frederique suggested that the sound system and DVD player are problematic. 

Heather confirmed that in the Senior gym we need new lights and a new screen). 

• We do have a new committee to run Bowmore Rocks: Lisa Perelman, Angie Winstl, Patricia Beiger, Karyn 

Robson, Natalie Poissant, Lee-Anne Maier, Jocelyne DeRomana. 

o They are currently investigating themes and dates (may shift to May) 

• A parent (Helen A.) sent a fundraising idea for a personal cause (community member fighting illness). 

Although we do traditionally support the Heart & Stroke Foundation with Jump Rope for Heart and The 

Terry Fox Foundation (via TDSB mandate), the Council feels we should consciously assess external 

fundraising opportunities and make commitments mindfully. We should decide which causes we want to 

support and choose charity fundraisers accordingly (for 2020/21). 

 

Lego Club update – Alexis Jennings 

The club is up and running - registration is open to November 29. Three teachers have agreed to take it on 

because we did not get parent volunteers. Email legolunchclub@gmail if you didn’t get the form home. 

 

Volunteers needed – Jody Sadofsky 

• We still need volunteers for the Make it Fair, Carnival committee and Book Fair. These are important 

fundraisers and impactful events for our students. 

• We also need help with the Bathroom/Hall beautification project; if we get permission from Team Lead we 

can get some kids involved. 
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Lead Water Inquiry - Brandon Weigel/Patricia Beiger 

Heather: 

● There is a binder log in the school at caretakers office re flushing of the water every day. Our Chief 

Caretaker says this is the clearest water he’s ever seen (because we’re a 7-day school, water is always 

moving). However, the school is almost 100 years old, and there are definitely lead pipes. They are only 

corrupted if there is a disruption or renovation.  

● Heather is satisfied that the water is not compromised.  

● The entire building is covered in lead paint. Whenever we do any maintenance, we risk disturbing the 

lead. We need to advocate for cleaner living space for kids. 

● Parent: the last Bowmore tests available to the public are almost 2 years old - are there more recent results? 

Heather: will look into it and report back at the next meeting. We’re required to test every 3-5 years and 

also spot check every year at least one tap.  

● Parent suggestion: if taps are not tested, can we post signs to let kids know it’s not drinking water? Ross 

Parry at the Occupational Health & Safety Department can help advise as to our results and we should 

publish this info to the community with advice. 

● Parent: kids are being told not to drink from the taps… how can we send them to school with refillable 

bottles if they aren’t supposed to refill?  

• Heather: we need to address this with the staff to provide correct and consistent messaging. 

 

Admin Team Update 

EQAO 

● Bowmore’s annual results this year are relatively Board-wide average. As always, math is an area of 

improvement for all schools 

● As a way to improve scores, our PORs (Position of Responsibility) met with two learner coaches to develop 

professional learning circles working on necessary math skills and the idea around resilience and learning 

from mistakes (more about attitudes and the approach to math vs. the specific outcome).  

● Heather: we’re finding at our school a significant issue with kids having anxiety around test-taking. And if 

children opt out of the test Bowmore is penalized with a 0 score 0, regardless of the reason. 

● The Fraser Report ranks schools only based on EQAO, which is problematic for us. It affects property 

values. 

● More importantly, we use EQAO as a baseline or benchmark to ensure we are improving. It drives our 

professional learning and focus. 

● We have started a program for grades 7 and 8 on some evenings to bump up literacy and numeracy. There 

are 8 teachers to 80 students. 

● In analyzing EQAO data with coaches we found an alarming attitudinal difference between genders 

around math. Heather will bring the specific results to the next meeting. 

● Stephen: this year we are training teachers and students to use a Google tool (for students who need 

special test-taking accommodation). 
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● Andrea: can we separate our two streams (French Immersion) to see how they are doing in math? 

● Parent: does the school have more excepted students (getting us 0) skewing our results? 

 

Lunch Program 

● Stephen introduced the EDP snack delivery provider as an opportunity to replace the Lunch Lady, as there 

have been concerns about equity, accessibility and the amount of waste. 

● Stephen will investigate the supplier. 

● We would need a volunteer to champion a hot lunch program. Heather: can we tack it onto our nutrition 

coordinator’s responsibility? 

● We must also agree on the issue of equity and how to assist kids who cannot afford to participate (for pizza 

day and school trips the school covers kids in need); an angel fund is a potential solution 

 

School Suppliers 

● Stephen: rigorous partnership process with TDSB for companies who want to offer services to the school. 

Should be reviewed annually what companies are invited next year. 

● Teachers will no longer be asked to send home advertisements for those companies (e.g., Mad Science, Arts 

Express, etc); we will provide communications electronically for the time being. 

 

Staffing - New OA  

● We have a new Office Assistant - Lisa Tellio. She comes from Thompson Collegiate and with her 

background in budget administration she will be great to liaise with Alexis and Allison. 

 

EDP 

● We have a 90 cap; there are 2 spots available. 

● We have ironed out all the issues/growing pains. 

● All afternoon staff but 1 are supply; we can now start filling them as permanent positions. 

 

Communication - Newsletter, Twitter, Email Blasts, Classroom 

● We’re working on improvements. 

● Our school is now almost 1100 people; we need to try hard to keep communicating and reach everyone. 

 

School Boundaries and supervision hours - Lunch time protocol for Grades 4 - 8 

● We’re experiencing two challenges: at lunch students who go home are coming back but not coming back 

onto school boundary property (where they are supervised); hanging out on the hill or on the tennis courts 

or wading pool etc. 

● It’s very difficult for us to supervise and some other kids are also trying to go there. 
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● We would like to say that once you are back from lunch you have to be on property, being supervised by a 

certain time. And grades 5 and under should be staying on the property and not going home. 

● Technically kids have to have a written form of permission to leave at lunch; need to reestablish that policy 

with kids and parents. 

 

Workshop ideas 

• We’d like to brainstorm with parents to understand interests and appetite; we might hold a morning Tea 

with Admin for parents who can’t come at night. 

 

School Improvement Plan 

● Please see below for the document provided by school Administration; this is a living document and we 

welcome feedback and consultation from all stakeholders. 

● We are seeing an increasing amount of aggression in the schoolyard, particularly among early primary 

students. 

● We held a round table discussion with police officers, staff, Roots of Empathy rep, etc.; we identified areas 

for improvement for students: being kinder, resolving conflicts/appropriate problem-solving behavior. 

● While individual teachers are doing a lot to regulate emotion it would be helpful to have a common social 

problem-solving language. 

● We held an assembly about how to be a caring member of Bowmore; we may train older students to to 

help on the schoolyard. 

● We also have Roots of Empathy in 2 classrooms again; this is a great, intensive program that includes 9 

visits from the baby over 27 weeks.  

● For Kindergarten and grades 1 and 2, we have discovered a discrepancy in literacy in French for 

Immersion students (superintendent looks at is amalgamated). 
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New Business 

Parent: the pathway next to the tennis court doesn’t get shoveled or salted in the winter. Heather: technically it 

is city property – we’ll look into it. 

Jennifer Cloke-Campbell: we need volunteers from grade 7 to run grade 8 grad. Note to go out through class 

reps. 

 

Meeting Adjourned 

Meeting adjourned at 8:04 on Thursday November 21, 2019. 

 

 


